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Why Almost Everyone Is Wrong about Creation-Evolution (and It's Not Why You Think)Meet the

opponents: In one corner - Proponents of Intelligent Design like William Dembski, Stephen Meyer,

and Michael Behe. Many defy scientific consensus, maintaining evolution is a fraud. And advocates

of creationism challenge decades of data in several branches of science: biology, chemistry,

genetics, paleontology.In the other corner - Devout Neo-Darwinists like Richard Dawkins, Daniel

Dennett, and Jerry Coyne, whose evolutionary theories deny any purpose or plan. Interestingly,

their books omit the latest science, glossing over crucial questions and fascinating details.â€¨â€¨ But

what if both sides are half-right?What if the entire creation evolution debate has deleted important

information, both sides clinging to outdated views, theories, and interpretations?There is a third way.

Evolution 2.0Â reveals experiments which prove that, while evolution is not a hoax, neither are

changes random or purposeless. They are targeted, adaptive, and aware. You will

discover:â€¨-Nearly every cell in your body can edit its own DNA, repairing destructive copying

errors, charting a path for its transformation (page 82)-Genes - far from being set in stone - change

and adapt to the environment. -How germs re-engineer their genetic destiny in real time by

borrowing DNA from other organisms (page 94) (it's the reason your doctor tells you to never stop

taking antibiotics halfway through your prescribed course)-How bacteria communicate and organize

themselves into armies, staging coordinated attacks on your immune system (page 110)-Brand new

species in 18 months, sometimes 24 hours - Through two empirically proven systems of natural

genetic engineering (page 146)-How and when cells generate new information, even genes that did

not exist before - despite what creationists told you (page 150)-Why DNA, which is digital

instructions for building proteins, is not merely like code but is code, same as software on your

smartphone is (page 38)-How cells switch genes on and off in response to the environment,

activating new traits that get passed from parents to kids (page 115)-Many more amazing,

scientifically verified facts that advance technology and medicine and fuel our sense of wonder at

creation itself.You will discover fascinating real-time evolutionary lab experiments by an eminent

scientist in the 1940s, whose work was recognized in 1983 by a Nobel prize & US postage stamp,

but then... is still rarely mentioned in school science curricula.Â  High priests of scientific

establishment actively oppose research that threatens antiquated theories, labeling findings in

scientific journals a "media fiasco".This book explores 70+ years of under-reported evolutionary

science. Evolution 2.0Â chronicles bestselling author Perry Marshall's 10-year journey of in-depth

research. As an Electrical Engineer, author of an Ethernet book and world-renowned business

consultant, Mr. Marshall connects the dots in a way that is new and refreshing. He tackles some of



the biggest questions about evolution and intelligent design with precision. He makes it clear when

conclusions are proven by hard data and when it can only be inferred. â€¨This book will open your

eyes and transform your thinking about life and evolution vs. creation. You'll gain a deeper

appreciation for our place in the universe. You'll the see the worldaround you as you've never seen

it before: adaptive, efficient, and incredibly elegant.$3 Million Technology Prize: Origin of

Information is one of the central problems in modern biology. No one knows where the genetic code

came from; no one knows how the first cell developed. To solve this, the author has organized a

Private Equity Investment group which is offering a prize, reminiscent of the X-Prize, for a natural

process that produces coded information. The prize amount is $3 million USD as of August 2015.

Details in Chapter 23 and Appendix 4.
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I'd prefer a 4.5-star review, but it's definitely way better than a 4. . . .The first 152 pages (beginning

with Chapter 2) are stellar. With only a couple of minor tweaks, they should be required reading in

every high school biology class.Marshall absolutely trashes the neo-Darwinian evolutionary

â€œmodel.â€• NOT because he is opposed to the idea of evolution, but because he demonstrates



why the whole â€œundirected,â€• â€œpurposeless,â€• â€œrandom-mutationâ€• BASE of the

â€œneo-Darwinian consensusâ€• is not only un-SCIENTIFIC, but wholly ANTI-scientific. It is a

fundamentalist just-so story with as little real scientific evidence FOR itâ€“and as much AGAINST

itâ€“as is the fundamentalist anti-evolutionary story of the young-earth creationists.So. What does

this iconoclast suggest in place of either or both of these venerated hypotheses?He introduces (to

those of us who are otherwise unaware) orâ€“if you happen to be one of the rare group of people

who are not specialists in the field and are, yet, aware of these thingsâ€“he PRESENTS at least five

tools that have not only CONCEPTUAL but EXPERIMENTAL evidence for the FACT that they are

sources of real evolutionary changes that are helpful-to-the-species-in-which-they-occur and/or

productive-of-new-species. Specifically, he describes and explains* DNA transposition;* horizontal

gene transfer;* epigenetics;* symbiogenesis (creating/evolving new species; demonstrated in the

laboratory); and* genome duplication. (I donâ€™t recall that Perry produces laboratory evidence that

this has produced new species, but he at least presents the tantalizing evidence for how and why it

APPEARS new species have been created in this manner.
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